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Effective projects require more than an understanding of the community. 
They depend on the ability to successfully evaluate the needs, plan relevant 
projects and manage resources efficiently. The way we respond to events and 
make decisions is fundamental. We hope you enjoy reading this informative 
report and sharing with us the success of many brighter futures.

Brighter Futures project
1.0 Introduction 

1.1 
Faith in Families manages 3 centres across Swansea where a high percentage 
of the children and families that we work with experience poverty, domestic 
abuse, social isolation, neglect and low achievement in all areas of develop-
ment. 

We support the local community by offering a variety of groups and projects. 
These include, parent and toddler groups, support groups, healthy lunch 
club, playgroups, after school club, parenting groups volunteering and back 
to work programmes. We aim to make easily accessible opportunities for 
children and young people and their families to change their lives for the 
better. We work in partnership with a number of agencies in Swansea to en-
sure that a complete package of opportunities and support is on offer.

The Brighter Futures project was developed in May 2019 after many years of 
research and consultation. We recognised the growing need to develop this 
project as we became increasingly aware that more and more children were 
experiencing emotional difficulties, were experiencing multiple adverse 
childhood experiences and were becoming disengaged and excluded from 
education, social activities and their communities, from young ages.

Research has proved that adverse childhood experiences can affect the devel-
oping brain, immune and endocrine systems. Due to the high level of stress 
in their environment, children who experience more adverse events are 
more likely to develop behaviours that are harmful to health, such as smok-
ing, drinking alcohol or antisocial behaviour. By employing Engagement 
Workers to deliver intensive support, holistic play and activities we have been 
able to support children, help build their resilience and tackle this injustice. 
Working in partnership with local schools, health professionals, social servic-
es and the parenting team we have delivered interventions and activities that 
have had a real impact on children. Our qualified engagement workers have 
been able to provide bespoke 1-1 interventions for pupils who require extra 
support with: Understanding and managing strong emotions, processing 
traumatic events, attachment difficulties, anxiety, self-esteem, family rela-
tionships, to name just a few. 



1.2. The Evaluation

This is an evaluation of the work of Bright futures project from May 2019 to 
end of February 2020.
The evaluation aims to gain an overview of the impact that The Bright Fu-
tures Project has made so far in order to value the work of all partners in 
the programme while also highlighting the distinctive aspects, particular 
strengths and any weaknesses with the overall work of the Project.
It includes some data from monitoring however it is mainly based on quali-
tative data from research.
Monitoring data was supplemented by information from project reports 
and additional research. The additional research took the form of structured 
questionnaires, pupil pre and post assessments and part-structured inter-
views. 

1.3. This report
This report tries to present the main findings of the evaluation undertaken 
in relation to the research asked. Through representing the views of parents/
carers, staff and partner agencies, through direct quotation, case studies, 
photographs and combining these views with quantified findings. It aims to 
provide some analysis regarding most aspects of The Brighter Futures Pro-
ject. Conclusions are made on the basis of the information given in the re-
port.

Qualitative findings are illustrated with direct quotation whenever possible.
The percentage meter questionnaire allows opinions about selected state-
ments to be expressed as a single percentage figure. This report uses the fol-
lowing descriptions in relation to each percentage score:

80%+ very strong agreement

70 - 79% strong agreement

60 – 69% agreement

50 – 59% less strong agreement

There are few scores of less than 50% and these are expressed as disagree-
ment for scores of 30 – 49% or strong disagreement for scores of less than 
30%



2.0. Parent/carers questionnaire feedback 
We ask parents/carers of children who had received support from the project 
a number of questions to gage the effectiveness of the work and the services 
we were providing. 68 parents/carers responded. 

Questions:



Feedback from parents/carers/professionals 

Grandparent of 8 year old boy (Looked After Child: “His confidence has grown 
immensely and he fears have definitely improved” (FC4)

“The families that have directly been affected by working with the project have 
nothing but praise for it and this extends to all of the professionals that I work 
with. Families are seeing huge changes in children’s behaviour, their own re-
sponses, children’s mental health and confidence and they feel empowered by the 
knowledge they gain. I honestly cannot praise the service enough and feel that 
without it the families would be getting a disservice due to the constraints within 
Child and Family services” Family facilitator 

Parent of 11 year old boy: “I’m so grateful for all the support, not just for my son 
but for myself too. It’s nice to think that someone is listening to me and my son 
definitely feels more confident”

Parent of 7 Year old boy: “My son is much more expressive when talking about 
his Father and we have been able to make plans to celebrate his life at Christmas 
time together as a family this year”

“I feel that there is a great need for this service and would be keen to see it ex-
pand further, to enable more children and young people to get the help and sup-
port which they are in desperate need of. In all honesty, if all of the families in 
Swansea could have access to this I think we could make a huge change to socie-
ty based on what I have seen” Family facilitator 

Parent of 6 year old girl: “She has more confidence now and her school anxiety 
has reduced significantly. School mentioned that she is coming into school by 
herself now and isn’t upset anymore”

Parent of 7 year old girl: “Her behaviour has improved at home. Her outbursts 
are less frequent and not as bad. She feels more confident in managing her be-
haviour now”

Parent of 9 year old girl: “She is less anxious now and is enjoying having some-
one to talk to”

“It is refreshing to be able to work alongside a project whom shares the same 
vision for children’s mental health and wellbeing as we as a statutory agency do. 
It is also imperative that the families, schools, social workers and any of the other 
agencies that Brighter Futures work alongside, continue to be able to access this 
support. Not only because the trend in young people’s mental health is continu-
ing to grow in need, but because there appears to be less and less funding/scope 
for this kind of support” Family facilitator 



Feedback from children 

11 Year old girl: “I always feel so calm when I leave” (HB6)

11 year old girl: “I love Drawing and Talking! I wish it could go on for longer” 
(GG6)

8 year old boy (Looked After Child): “I’m much less worried now and I know 
that I’m safe” (FC4)

11 Year old girl: “I like spending time with my family and playing games together 
without arguing” (AC6)

“8 year old boy said that he loves the emotions games and asked if we could 
make him some to take home and play with his mother and brother. He also said 
that he likes coming to sessions to talk about his feelings because he feels like he 
can’t speak to anyone else. I taught him a star breathing exercise which he says 
he uses regularly now and it helps him to calm down” Engagement worker

“10 year old boy reported that he particularly enjoyed a session reading different 
scenarios and thinking of good/bad reactions to different social situations. He 
talked about some bad decisions that he has made in the past and how he wants 
to change this now and react in a more positive way” Engagement worker

9 year old girl: “I worry less now and I am starting to think more positively”



3.0 School questionnaire feedback







This research has shown the need for this this project. It has highlighted the 
difficulties that children are experiencing and the lack of resource available 
to them within schools and the wider community. Brighter Futures is bridg-
ing the gap and offering children and their families support and interven-
tions that are designed around their personal circumstances and needs. 



4.0 Group work report 

Bright Futures Pilot Evaluation Report

Year 6 Large Group Self Esteem

Total Hours: 12 hours
Venue: Cwmrhydyceirw Primary School

Amount of young people supported:
60 children across the whole year group
14 children targeted

Reason for project
Bright Futures have worked closely with Cwmrhydyceirw Primary school, 
supporting children who have a variety of emotional difficulties. A large 
amount of referrals were being made for children in year 6 whom they felt 
had low self-esteem.
It was discussed and agreed with school that as 14 children had been identi-
fied as needing support in this area of wellbeing, it may well mean that there 
were others in the year group who would also benefit.
Brighter Futures agreed to develop what would normally be used as a one to 
one support plan, to a whole class, 6 week block of support focussing on rais-
ing confidence and understanding self-esteem.

Evaluation
All children completed a self-image questionnaire by scaling their feelings 
about the statements, both before and after the support.
The scale was between 1 and 5. Scores of 3 or below, indicate a negative feel-
ing toward the statement. Anything scored above 3, indicates a more positive 
feeling about the statement.
We targeted 6 statements from the questionnaire to monitor how the chil-
dren were feeling both before, and after the support.
Some of the children left comments on their initial questionnaires;
“I feel a little upset sometimes and I don’t know how to say how I feel” 10 year 
girl
“Sometimes I get really upset and I hide my feelings in” 10 year old boy
“Sometimes I panic a lot and I struggle to breathe” 11 year old girl





The children had the opportunity to talk about themselves in groups each 
week and gradually grew in confidence during this activity. This is demon-
strated in the significant percentage of children who scaled themselves high-
er in the confidence statement. A massive 63% of children felt more confi-
dent after the support.

All children stated that they felt uncomfortable sharing about themselves in 
sessions 1 and 2, but found it easy to discuss the feelings of someone else.
Most children fed back that this skill became easier over the 6 sessions.
The children learned about individual attributes and how these make us who 
we are. They were able to discuss which attributes were important for self-es-
teem and debating this amongst each other.

The children explored what it means to be assertive and also how to give con-
structive criticism without being offensive. And finally, the children shared 
their view points about what it means to be successful. They were able to dis-
cuss their views and agree or disagree respectfully within their groups.

After support, the children gave positive feedback about how they had  
enjoyed about the sessions and also what they thought they had learned:

“I enjoyed listening to other people and them listening to me”

“I enjoyed working as a team”

“I enjoyed being able to share things with people and think we should have more 
time to do this”



“I learnt that I should be positive, cheerful and confident about myself”

“The best part was the confidence cookies and how they made me feel about my-
self”

“I enjoyed learning about self-esteem and I feel better because of this”

“To be happy, you don’t need to be rich or cool or popular. Being motivated will 
help you achieve your dreams”

“I have learnt that being positive is really important and you don’t need to be 
rich or popular. It’s more about your personality”

“I have learnt that you can help someone to improve without being mean”
“I enjoyed opening up to each other”

“I learned that being nice to others makes me feel good”

“ This self-esteem is helping me with my behaviour at home because sometimes I 
get angry and go upstairs but now I know I can come down”

Summary

63% of the whole year group stated that they felt more confident after the 
support.

55% stated that they felt better able to talk about their feelings and 62% felt 
more comfortable talking about their worries.

The Bright Futures project aims to support children to feel better about 
themselves, have their voice heard and to generally help young people to  
improve their wellbeing. 

This group work has demonstrated how this can be done on a large scale  
successfully.

School staff are keen for this work to continue and would like to carry this 
out throughout the whole school as part of their wellbeing goals.

The pilot group has been successful in its aims of raising confidence levels in 
a large group of children within a relatively short space of time. 

The project has also highlighted other areas of support needed for children 
within the year group which school are now better able to address.



5.0 Case studies 

Bright Futures Engagement Project Progress Report













Child A. After an introductory session at home, A completed a six-week emo-
tions-based intervention plan at school. During this time, she took part in a 
range of activities and discussions that have allowed her to explore different 
emotions and relate them to her own feelings and experiences. I then began 
a self-esteem intervention with A which explored areas such as friendship, 
positivity and achievements. A engaged well in the sessions and showed a 
good understanding of basic emotions. The results of the before and after 
outcome measurement forms completed by A’s mother indicate positive 
changes since support began.

Statement Change in score 
My child attends school regularly No change (10/10) 
My child receives good feedback from school No change (10/10) 
My child is confident +1
My child has a good attention span +4 
How I rate my child’s behaviour +3 
How confident I feel managing my child’s behaviour +2 
My child can develop positive friendships +2 
My child interacts well with others +3 

A’s mum has noticed a change in A’s behaviour at home and she is happy 
for support to end. She is also accessing support for herself from the Family 
Partnership Team and has a good relationship with the school, which is mak-
ing a positive difference. A is still on the waiting list for Exchange. If A’s mum 
or school feel she needs further support in the meantime feel free to contact 
the Bright Futures Team.

January 2020

Child D was referred to the Bright Futures Project as he was demonstrating 
some extreme behaviours in school meaning that they could only offer him 
education for 4 hours a day with 1 hour of that being lunch time. Child D was 
accessing a 1:2 provision each morning and then having a staggered lunch 
time before going home each afternoon due to his levels of aggression and 
general insolence around school.
Child D was often getting into fights and was unable to access mainstream 
provision. He was at significant risk of permanent exclusion.
Bright Futures made contact with the family and discovered that Child D was 
living in a household of 9 children. Both parents were at home and Mum  
stated that she had concerns that Child D and one of his siblings were  
autistic or had ADHD. Both children were being assessed on by the  
neurodevelopmental team for ADHD in the first instance.



Mum was signposted to another agency who could offer training to parents 
with children who were pre-diagnosed. Mum found this very useful but was 
unable to fully attend some of the initial sessions as school were unable to 
contain Child D in school for the duration. In fact, often, he would be sent 
home within an hour of arriving for refusing to do ‘work’. This situation 
would escalate as Child D’s anxieties would rise and he would leave the class-
room.

Child D accessed 8 hours of support from Bright Futures, focusing on self- 
esteem. This took place for one hour, once a week. The support was tailored 
to his social and emotional level of development rather than what would 
have been typically expected of a year 6 pupil. Child D accessed this support 
on a 1:2 basis and engaged well in each session.

Child D was able to discuss what he thought his good qualities were, and also 
hear from others what they thought too. Child D was able to build a ‘personal 
passport’ of all the things which he felt he was food at, by choosing state-
ments each week to place inside.

When discussing aspirations for the future, Child D found this quite difficult 
and stated that he had never really thought about it. The other child in the 
group was able to support Child D by discussing his own ideas and plans to 
get there and in doing this, Child D was able to think about his future and 
what skills he would need to get there.

As Child D became more confident, he gradually began to spend more time 
being successful in school and his attendance began to improve. Child D is 
now accessing full time school. 3 days in alternative provision on a 1:4 basis 
and 2 days in a mainstream class.

Child D has stated that he now feels happier, more able to control his temper 
and is much more confident. This also shows in his general day to day  
successes.

Before the support began, Child D completed a questionnaire where he 
measured his own self-esteem using a scale of 1-5. This was also completed 
afterwards and shows the that Child D felt better about the following state-
ments;



Before the support began, Child D completed a questionnaire where he 
measured his own self-esteem using a scale of 1-5. This was also completed 
afterwards and shows the that Child D felt better about the following  
statements;

This shows a significant improvement, especially in Child D’s confidence 
levels.

Child D was extremely happy about this and stated that he did feel better in 
himself. He also believed that he could achieve in the classroom and felt that 
he had learned new skills to help him do this. He also said “and if I feel like I 
can’t do something, I’ll just look at my passport!”

Mum has said “I’ve been able to complete the course that you told me about 
and this has helped me massively at home. I can’t believe that D is back into 
mainstream for 2 whole days. Whatever it is you have done with him has ob-
viously worked wonders”

Mum has also self-referred another of her children to the project, in the hope 
that he too can be supported in the same way that Child D has been.

January 2020 



6.0 Conclusion

Looking back over the research, it is clear that the Brighter Futures Project is 
making a positive difference. Over all this evaluation was very encouraging 
and highlights what a difference we are making for children and their fam-
ilies. The case studies alone show the certain difference the project is hav-
ing and the impact it is having on not just only the child but family life as a 
whole.

The project fully meets the Government publication ‘Every Child Matters: 
The publication indicates national and local priorities for Children’s Servic-
es and sets out an Outcomes Framework which includes the 5 Outcomes for 
Children and Young people, given legal force in the Children Act 2004.

The 5 outcomes are: 

Being Healthy so that they are physically, mentally, emotionally and sexual-
ly healthy, have healthy lifestyles and choose not to take illegal drugs. 

Staying Safe from maltreatment, neglect, violence, sexual exploitation, acci-
dental injury and death, bullying and discrimination, crime and anti-social 
behaviour in and out of school, have security and stability and are cared for. 

Enjoying and achieving so that they are ready for school, attend and enjoy 
school, achieve stretching national educational standards at primary and 
secondary school, achieve personal and social development and enjoy recre-
ation. 

Making a Positive Contribution so that they engage in decision-making, 
support their community and environment, engage in law-abiding and pos-
itive behaviour in and out of school, develop positive relationships, choose 
not to bully and discriminate, develop self-confidence, successfully deal with 
significant life changes and challenges and develop enterprising behaviour. 

Achieving Economic Well-being so that they engage in further education, 
employment or training on leaving school, are ready for employment, live 
in decent homes and sustainable communities, have access to transport and 
material goods, live in households free from low income.

Our team are motivated to improve the lives of children, young people, fam-
ilies and communities. We want to see children thrive, families grow and 
young people develop into happy adults. Accordingly we are trying out new 
ideas and approaches to give the children and families we work with the best 
chance of success. All of the fantastic work carried out by the project would 
not be possible without the hard work and dedication of the team who go 
above and beyond to ensure that the service is of a high standard. We  



understand the critical importance of listening and responding to the problems 
of children, young people and families, and designing services around their 
needs. 

“The most important condition for success was found always to be the quality of the 
relationship between the child’s family and the responsible professional”

Child Protection, Messages from Research – Department of Health 1995

I would like to say a heartfelt thank you to all the staff that have, and continue to 
work so hard in making the projects a success. It is a pleasure to work with such 
an enthusiastic and dedicated team.

What we have learned – when we were planning this project and looking at 
who we would prioritise for support and what that support would look like we 
never envisaged the need for the project. We knew there was an issue but we 
were overwhelmed with the amount of referrals we received and the substance 
of these referrals. The demand for the project has grown and developed as news 
has spread through agencies throughout Swansea. 
Due to the significant issues of a large amount of referrals we have had to ensure 
that staff have appropriate support and training. We have developed a compre-
hensive induction training program that has helped the new staff get all the nec-
essary information about the project and are clear on expectations of them. The 
induction programme gives staff chance to understand policies and procedures, 
get to know the project systems and the team enabling them to quickly adapt to 
the work place.
We acknowledge that our team is our most valuable resource and supervision 
has played a key role in supporting them to deliver high-quality service. Supervi-
sion is important when building emotional resilience and this is one of our pri-
orities to ensure staff are supported within their roles. We have also made sure 
team meetings and de-briefing sessions are a priority to ensure staff are well 
supported.
We have also invested in high quality training to ensure our staff are trained to 
a high level so they are equip, confident and knowledgeable within their roles as 
they support these vulnerable children and young people.

Future plans - As we move forward into a new financial year our challenge now 
is to maximise the impact of this work ensuring that children and young people 
fully benefit. It is crucial that we secure funding so that children, young people 
and their families across Swansea can continue to benefit.
I would like to thank you for taking the time to read this report and I hope  
you have found it informative If you have any further questions reading the 
work of this project you can contact me directly via email at linda@faithinfami-
lies.wales 

Linda Harle 
Project Manger 



8.0 Supporting evidence 

Waiting list 














